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8_AF_BB_E7_90_86_E8_c77_161580.htm The electromagnet was

invented in England by William Sturgeon, who took an iron rod and

bent it into the shape of a horseshoe. This "horseshoe" was coated

with vanish and a layer of copper wire was wrapped around it. An

electric current was passed through the wire, thus making the rod

magnetic. The rod was now, because of magnetic attraction, able to

support nine pounds of iron. In the US, a scientist named Joseph

Henry improved on Sturgeons electromagnet by insulating the

copper wine with silk. He was able to wrap many turns of wire

around an iron core without danger of short circuits between the

turns. His magnet could hold 2,300 pounds. This experiment

prompted Henry to try his hand at converting magnetism into

electricity. First he coiled some insulated wire around an iron bar,

connecting both ends of the wire to a galvanometer(电流表). The

iron bar was placed across the poles of the electromagnet. Then the

coil of the electromagnet was connected to a battery. The

galvanometer indicated a voltage, then 0dropped to zero. Henry

signaled his assistant to disconnect the coil. The galvanometer

showed that once again a voltage had been produced, although this

time in the opposite direction. The principle of electromagnetic

induction had thus been discovered. Unfortunately for Joseph

Henry he did not publish his findings and someone else (Faraday)

got the credit for the discovery. 1. The principle of electromagetic



was discovered by _____. (A) William Sturgeon 来源

：www.examda.com(B) Joseph Henry (C) Faraday (D) someone

else 2. Why did Sturgeons electromagnet could support nine pounds

of iron? (A) Because the iron rod was bent into the shape of a

"horseshoe". (B) Because the rod was coated with vanish. (C)

Because a layer of copper wire was wrapped around the rod. (D)

Because the rod was made magnetic by the passing current. 3. What

is NOT TRUE about Henrys electro-magnet? (A) His magnet could

hold 2,300 pounds. (B) His magnet was more dangerous. (C) There

were more turns of wire around the iron rod in his magnet. (D) His

magnet was an improved model. 4. In Henrys experiment,he

connected the wire to _____. (A) a galvanometer (B) an iron bar (C)

a batter 来源：www.examda.com(D) an electromagnet 5. In Henrys

experiment,the galvanometer indicated a voltage when _____. (A)

the coil was connected to a battery (B) the coil was disconnected to a

battery (C) neither A nor B (D) both A and B 100Test 下载频道开
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